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Adjustments Are Required

Current Reset for OIF and OEF (cont.)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the new operational environment—large unit and equipment rotations…reliance on CONUS reset and even in-theater reset…are not feasible…changes are already being made and the maintenance community needs to be ready to respond proactively… 
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Meeting the Challenge

Establish integrated maintenance support forward 
Appropriate mix of maintenance capability 
Joint and Multinational Reset capabilities
Rapid response depot maintenance field teams

Establish full range of expeditionary capabilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the changing operational situation…and as we develop our reset and maintenance support plan for OEF, we need to optimize readiness of our equipment Ensures the right mix of field and depot capability is available in-country—the Army for example is increasing in-country repair capability with the addition of an AVCRAD detachment, Stryker Forward Repair Activity (FRA), Theater Provided Equipment Refurbishment (TPER) facility, Joint Robotics Repair Facility, Construction and Materiel Handling Equipment Repair facility, CECOM and TACOM FRAs with corresponding Authorized Stockage List of Class IX partsTwo initiatives my office is working involves the integration of the various maintenance capabilities among the Services and our NATO partnersWe are directly involved in developing a Joint and Multinational plan for helicopter maintenance support for the International Security Assistance Force in Afghanistan right now—the plan aims to integrate the capabilities of 7 nations (UK, Australia, Canada, Netherlands, Germany, Spain and Italy) for maintenance of AH-64 Apaches, CH-47 Chinook, or CH-53 (Super Stallions) that includes cooperation on tools, test equipment, parts, and labor.   We also are trying to facilitie greater cooperation regarding spare parts—most recently for MRAPs.My final point today is the need for the Service depot activities to be more responsive to contingency needsDepot maintenance activities should posture for and pre-designate rapid response field teams to deploy forward when needed. Also, a 24/7 capability is needed to provide reach back support regarding repair authorizations, development of repair instructions, and the like. Certification requirements for other Services, contractors, or coalition partners to work on our equipment is always an issue.  The Services engineering communities need to develop a responsive, flexible procedure to certify other Services, other nations, or contractors' to do the work.  
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Field Reset

• Replace
• Upgrade

Procure

Depot Reset

Unit

Unit

Unit
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Post Reset Distribution

Reset Reset Activities

• Use non-rotational in-theater equipment
• Enhanced in-country reset capability
• Joint and Multi-National Integration

Minimize
Minimize Equipment Rotation

Meeting the Challenge: Reset for OEF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The bottom line here is we need to change how we manage our weapons systems and equipment for OEF—large unit moves are not feasible or efficient—we need to maintain a larger fleet of equipment in-theater, for units to fall in on—develop a support plan to reset this equipment in-country, using the full capabilities of the Services and our coalition partners.
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Questions? 

Maintenance operations deliver systems readiness 
for the Joint Force Commander

Joint Pub 4-0, Joint Logistics

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are there any questions?
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Reset Background

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Background
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Equipment Reset Context

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reset as it relates to Reconstitute and RevitalizeThis slide depicts the relationship of equipment reset to reconstitute and revitalize,  all three form one of the Chairman’s top three prioritiesEquipment reset is a subset of reconstitute the force, that in addition to equipment, involves training, personnel, and stockage, and in turn can be viewed as a subset of revitalize the force and all that it includes.Our focus is equipment reset—reset efforts are complementary and supporting of all three
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Background:  Equipment Sustainment (cont.)

Operations ENDURING and IRAQI FREEDOM experience:
• Increased maintenance 
• More frequent inspections
• Increased parts replacement
• Combat losses/increased wash outs

• Extended combat operations
• Increased OPTEMPO/usage rates
• Harsh climate/environment
• Large force deployed

Combat related equipment maintenance and sustainment 
requirements are above and beyond the services’ baseline programs

Sand intrusion Wire chafing Heat damage Structural stress
Sand abrasion Seal damage Sun damage Battle damage

Corrosion Fluid contamination Latent damage Combat losses

Equipment is severely stressed by combat and the desert environment

Equipment needs to be “reset” to restore combat capability 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide describes the impact of combat operations in OEF and OIF on our equipment—extended ops in a harsh environment led to an increase in maintenance required, parts consumed, washouts and losses—these combat related requirements far exceed the base line programsHence, the need to reset equipment…“Reset” refers to maintenance and sustainment actions that are driven by combat operationsWear and tear, above and beyond the baseline or “peacetime” OPTEMPO, caused by higher usage rates, combat, and in OEF/OIF, the harsh desert environmentNeeded to restore combat capabilityThe requirement to reset equipment is not new, but has been required after combat operations in the past—WWII, Korea, Viet Nam, and DESERT SHIELD/DESERT STORM.To ensure a common approach and understanding regarding equipment reset, a memo was published defining reset…next slide
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Equipment Reset: The Definition

Reset mitigates the effects of combat stress on equipment

DoD Definition 

Actions taken to restore units to a desired level of combat capability commensurate with the units’ 
future mission.  It encompasses maintenance and supply activities that restore and enhance combat 
capability to unit and pre-positioned equipment that was destroyed, damaged, stressed, or worn out 
beyond economic repair due to combat operations by repairing, rebuilding, or procuring 
replacement equipment.  These maintenance and supply activities involve Depot (Sustainment) 
and Field Level (eg. Organizational and Intermediate) repairs/overhauls centrally managed to 
specified standards.  Included are Procurement, RDT&E, and Operations and Maintenance funded 
major repairs/overhauls and recapitalization (Rebuild or Upgrade) that enhances existing equipment 
through the insertion of new technology or restores selected equipment to zero-miles/zero-hours 
conditions.  (OSD-ATL Policy Memo and Joint Pub 4-0, Joint Logistics)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DoD formalized equipment reset to standardize terms and applicationOSD Memos defining reset (2006/2007)DOD Financial Management Regulation changed (2007)Here the memo defines reset as [maintenance and sustainment] actions taken to restore combat capability—the key wordsCombatRepairRebuildingReplacementNote:  The word mitigate was carefully chosen to convey the fact that reset actions restore combat capability by repairing, rebuilding, or replacing equipment stressed in combat and accordingly, there are a range of post-reset equipment conditions—ranging from fully mission capable with a reduced overall service life to brand new.
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Equipment Reset: The Big Picture

Combat
Operations

Equipment ready 
for future 
missions

Repair

Rebuild/ 
Upgrade

Replace

Equipment reset is a continuous process and we have been executing 
this since the first units redeployed from OEF/OIF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a visual depiction of equipment reset:  It all begins with combat—in combat, equipment is used more often, at higher rates, sometimes to the limit in a tough operational environmentUsually, the reset process begins in-theater, where equipment is inventoried, inspected and evaluated to determine what needs to be done. Equipment will be redeployed to home station or retrograded to a reset facility.  Some equipment is damaged or worn beyond economic repair and is disposed of.  Sometimes, equipment remains in theater and is transferred to another unit.The reset process involved three major activities:  Repair, Rebuild or Upgrade, and Replacement.  We’ll start with Repair.Equipment can repaired at field level or depot—and this repair can occur in-theater or in CONUS.  Reset repair actions are resourced with war costs operations and maintenance (or O&M) funds which covers both labor and supplies.  Turning now to replace…Equipment is replaced due to combat losses or wash outs beyond economic repair by procuring a new itemReplacement under reset is resourced with war costs procurement funds.  The third activity is the rebuild or upgrade of equipment to extend service life or insert needed technology, for example.  Rebuild and upgrade activity typically occurs at the depot level.[Rebuild or upgrade activity is resourced with supplemental O&M funds for labor and supplemental procurement funds for technology upgrades.Reset activities support one goal:  ensuring equipment is ready for the next mission—current operations in multiple CJOA's—immediate return to combat in many cases—and pre-positioned stocks (Army PTDO equipment sets, APS, MPSRON, and Air Force WRM munitions and BEAR)And it is important to note that reset is not a single event, but a continuous process as long as military forces are engaged in combat.  As mentioned earlier, the requirement to reset equipment is not new, but has been required after extended combat operations in the past.Many factors impact the reset process—to include operational considerations and priorities, transportation capabilities, repair capability and capacity, parts availability, procurement cycle times, and others—and in turn influence the reset strategies employed by the services
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Equipment Reset: 
Service Reset Programs

Army
Reset Task Force

• Most equipment rotates with units 
but with a large amount of theater-
provided-ground equipment

• Balance repair / rebuild / replace 
following ARFORGEN cycle and reqts

Marine Corps
HQMC Reset Project Offices

• Most equipment remains in theater; 
with rotation by exception

• Some repair / rebuild coincident to 
established Mx events

• Significant replacement needed

Navy
Navy Staff and 

systems commands
• Aviation rotates with units
• Ground equipment remains in theater
• Ships follow established availabilities 
• Mostly repair and rebuild coincident 

to established Mx events

Air Force
Air Staff, Air Force Materiel 

Command and operating commands
• Aviation rotates with units
• Ground equipment and vehicles 

remain in theater 
• Mostly repair and rebuild coincident 

to established Mx events

The services operate differently…in different environments 
…and manage equipment reset differently

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The services operate differently…in different environments…and manage equipment reset differently with different strategiesThe Services’ reset processes have evolved in response to the dynamics of sustained combat—using new approaches and adapting old onesFor the Army and Marine Corps, significant equipment reset requirements have demanded substantial resources, new management structures and revised sustainment strategies and processesFor the Navy and Air Force, higher OPTEMPO drives equipment reset requirements which are managed through existing equipment maintenance and sustainment processes; both are structured for supporting continuous expeditionary operations


